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Stochastic resonance in an asymmetric Schmitt trigger
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The stochastic response of a low-noise asymmetric Schmitt trigger is simulated numerically in the strong-
drive subthreshold regime, where the amplitude of a sinusoidal input component is set large compared to the
intensity of the noise component. The effect of the asymmetry on thestochastic resonancephenomenon is
characterized in terms of both spectral properties and switch time distributions of the trigger output. The
connection between stochastic resonance and synchronization in an asymmetric bistable system is thus as-
sessed on a quantitative basis.@S1063-651X~99!07504-2#

PACS number~s!: 05.40.Ca, 85.30.De
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Schmitt trigger~ST! @1# provides an ideal playgroun
for both theorists and experimenters grappling with the p
nomenon ofstochastic resonance~SR! @2–7#. Typically, the
ST input consists of two components, whose amplitu
greatly depend on the experimental circumstances:~i! a
noisy signal with zero mean and finite correlation time;~ii !
one or more embedded periodic signals with arbitrary wa
forms. Let us consider for simplicity input signalsx(t) of the
form

x~ t !5j~ t !1A0 cos~Vt1f!, ~1.1!

where j(t) is a zero-mean stationary Gaussian noise w
intensity~standard deviation! s and autocorrelation function

^j~ t !j~0!&5s2e2utu/t. ~1.2!

Throughout this workj(t) is assumed to be short-time co
related compared with the modulation, that isVt!1. The
trigger output rests in state—as long as the inputx(t) is
smaller than a threshold valueb(11e). As x(t) crosses
b(11e) the trigger switches~almost! instantaneously into
state1 and sits there as long asx(t).2b(12e). The ST
output is a dichotomic signal with values6ym ; in the fol-
lowing ym is set to one for convenience. The parametee
~with e>0) quantifies the asymmetry of the device and of
output. Of course, the modulation of the input signal~1.1!
drives a periodic output component^y(t)& with the same
period TV52p/V. In the subthresholdregime A0,b(1
2e) with Vt!1, the trigger switches are noise-assisted r
dom events that occur with time constantsT7(s,e)
5T0@b(16e)# from the7 to the6 state, where the spon
taneous switch timeT0(b) with A050 reads@7#

T0~b!5
tAp

11F~ b̄!
E

2`

b̄
ex2

@11F~x!#2dx, ~1.3!

with F(x)5(2/Ap)*0
xe2z2

dx and b̄5b/A2s2. At small
noise intensitiess!b our result ~1.3! approachesT0(b)
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5tA2p(s/b)exp(b2/2s2), whereas the opposite limits@b
yieldsT0(b)5t ln 2. These analytical predictions forT6 are
valid under the linear response theory restrictionA0b/s2

!1, only, as one can verify by replacingb with b
7A0 cos(Vt1f) in T0@b(16e)# and, then, expanding in
powers ofA0. However, experimenters are mostly concern
with the opposite limitA0b/s2@1, meaning that the periodic
component of the input signal dominates over the dev
noise, no matter what its source~s! @3#.

In the following we concentrate on the case of a su
threshold ST with (s/b)2!A0 /b,1 andVt!1. The con-
sequences of such an assumption are twofold:~i! Nonlinear
effects become appreciable, so that the dependence o
switch timesT6 on the forcing amplitudeA0 is no longer
negligible; ~ii ! The instantaneous switch timesT6(t) are
modulated in time with relatively large amplitudes@4#, as
proven by the inequality

maxUdT6

dt U;~A0b/s2!VT6@1, ~1.4!

which holds true throughout the entire parameter domain
evant to SR, but for extremely low frequencies. In our n
merical investigation we setA0 , s andV so as to verify the
strong drivecondition ~1.4!.

Symmetric (e50) subthreshold ST have been inves
gated extensively@3–7# in connection with SR, a phenom
enon where the amplitude of the output driven compon
peaks at a certain value of the noise intensity. As a m
advantage with respect to the continuous bistable syst
studied in the earlier literature, the output of a ST is entir
controlled by the switching mechanism, whereas in a c
tinuous bistable system interwell and intrawell dynamics
at times hard to unravel@2#. For this reason the conclusion
of our investigation are expected to apply to any asymme
bistable system.

In the present work we report and discuss the results
detailed numerical simulations of strongly driven subthre
old ST with special focus on~i! the differences between th
weak and strong drive limit~Sec. II!; ~ii ! the effects of the
3958 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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asymmetry on the detectability and characterization of SR
terms of either output spectral properties~Sec. III! or appro-
priate switch time distributions~Sec. IV!; ~iii ! the synchro-
nization mechanism underlying the onset of SR in an as
metric bistable device~Sec. IV!.

II. STRONG-DRIVE SYMMETRIC REGIME

Let us consider first the case of SR in a symmetrice
50) subthreshold ST driven by a relatively strong perio
modulation~1.1! with (s/b)2!A0 /b,1. In order to explore
the main differences with the better known linear regime@2#
A0 /b!(s/b)2!1, we discuss here simulation evidence
SR according to two alternative schemes, namely, the s
tral and the synchronization-based characterizations.

A. Spectral characterization

This is the most widespread characterization of the
phenomenon@2#. One computes the phase-averaged po
spectral densityS(v) of the system outputy(t) and verifies
that d-like spectral peaks appear at integer multiples of
forcing frequencyV. In the symmetric case a rigorous sele
tion rule allows spectral peaks at oddV multiples, only. In
Fig. 1 the strength of such peaks~that is, the integral of the
relevantd-like spectral peaks! S(nV) is plotted versus the
noise intensitys at fixed frequency and for increasing valu
of the amplitudeA0. New interesting spectral properties b
come apparent.~i! All odd spectral peaks exhibit SR beha
ior and, most notably, the resonance seems to take plac
the same value ofs/b ~contrary to the weakly driven cas
@8#!. ~ii ! No low noise ‘‘shoulder’’ in the resonance curve
S(nV) versuss is observable, at variance with the results
Ref. @9# for a continuous system. This means that such
effect ought to be ascribed to the intrawell dynamics~totally
absent in the present case!, rather than to a desynchronizatio
mechanism~the subharmonic ‘‘wait loops’’ of Ref.@9#!. ~iii !
The resonance curves ofS(nV) versuss seem to scale a
(A0 /b)2n to compare with the scaling law (A0 /s)2n pre-
dicted in linear response theory approximation@2,8#: The
noise controlled amplification mechanism grows negligi
in the strong drive regime.

FIG. 1. Spectral peak strengthsS(nV) vs noise intensitys/b
for different values ofA0 /b. Simulation parameters:e50 andVt
51.2531022; time and signal scales:t5231025 s andb5200
~arbitrary units!.
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B. Synchronization-based characterization

An alternative characterization of SR was proposed i
Ref. @10# by studying the normalized residence time distri-
butionsN1(T). One determines~numerically or experimen-
tally, alike! the sequence of the time intervals between con
secutive switches in opposite directions7→6→7: these
are the residence times of the trigger in the6 state, respec-
tively. Since in the symmetric case the average residen
times in the6 state^T6& coincide, here the residence time
sequence needs not be sorted out according to the swit
direction. In Fig. 2~a! we display an example of such resi-
dence time distributionsN1(T) for fixed V but increasings
values. As discussed in Refs.@10# and @2# the profile of
N1(T) changes from a multipeaked structure at small nois
intensity~tightly modulation-driven switches! to an exponen-
tial background~of random switches!, through a maximum
synchronization condition characterized by a single-peake
distribution. The nth N1 peak is centered atTn5(n
11/2)TV and its strength@10#

Pn~s,V!5E
Tn2aTV

Tn1aTV
N1~T!dT, n51,2, . . . , ~2.1!

FIG. 2. ~a! Residence time distributionsN1(T) for Vt51.25
31022, A0 /b50.5, and different values ofs/b. ~b! N1(T) peak
strengthsP1 andP2 vs s/b ~at Vt51.2531022) andP1 vs Vt ~at
s/b50.37) for a50.25 and after background subtraction. The re
maining parameters are as in Fig. 1.
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with 0,a<1/4, exhibits SR behavior both as a function
s ~at fixedV) and ofV ~at fixeds). The s andV depen-
dence ofP1 is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Here~and in Fig. 8!, the
random-switch background has been first blown up by tak
the logarithm of the residence time distributions and th
subtracted by means of a standard linear fitting algorith
The choice of thes/b axis origin and the orientation of th
logarithmic Vt axis are motivated by purely typographic
reasons.

On anticipating the conclusions of Secs. III and IV, w
remark that the resonant behaviors ofP1(s,V) are a signa-
ture of the optimal temporal synchronization between driv
signal, with periodTV , and switch sequence, with correl
tion time ^T6&, which sets in at SR. In view of the scale
chosen fors/b andVt in Fig. 2~b!, the time constant match
ing implied by SR as well as the existence of a maxim
synchronization distributionN1(T) in Fig. 2~a! are apparent.
Therefore, in the case of a strongly driven subthreshold
the synchronization-based definition of SR is sound b
qualitatively and quantitatively—i.e. the criticisms of Re
@11# do not apply.

III. ASYMMETRY AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

In our model of Sec. I the ST asymmetry is controll
through the nonnegative parametere. The first question,
now, is to assess how asymmetry affects the spectral cha
terization of SR. Of course, in the asymmetric regime
evenpeaks of the output power spectral density are not s
pressed and, as one might expect, their strength exhibits
behavior when plotted as a function of the noise intens
@2,8#. However, the dependence ofS(nV) on the asymmetry

FIG. 3. Spectral peak strengthsS(nV) vs the asymmetry param
etere for s/b50.35, Vt51.2531022, andA0 /b50.2. Time and
signal scales are as in Fig. 1. Inset:S(nV) vs e for s/b50.31
~lozenges!, 50.35 ~circles!, 50.39 ~squares!. The remaining pa-
rameters are unchanged.
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parametere deserves particular attention. In Figs. 3 and 4
displayS(nV) versuse for two values of the forcing ampli-
tude and fixed noise intensities. Such noise intensities h
been chosen in order to enhance the main features of te
dependence of the curves on display, namely:~i! S(V) peaks
at e50, only; the spectral strengthsS(nV) with n.1 show
one or more peaks fore.0. The number of the maxima o
S(nV) versuse is @(n11)/2#, i.e., the integer part ofn
11/2 @6#. ~ii ! The peaks of each curveS(nV) versuse attain
their maximum at an optimal value of the noise intensi
simultaneously. The optimal noise intensity turns out to
the same for all the harmonicsnV, with the exception of the
fundamental frequencyV. ~iii ! The fundamental peak
strengthS(V) tends to be the most pronounced at a sma
noise intensity. This property of the higher harmonics pe
strengths becomes clearly visible at large amplitudes~com-
pare Fig. 3 to Fig. 4!.

We tried to explain the number and the position of t
maxima ofS(nV) ~Figs. 3 and 4! in terms of the synchroni-
zation scheme of Ref.@6# ~for the weak drive regime see Re
@8#!. To this purpose we have computed the average r
dence timeŝT6& in the6 state for the corresponding value
of A0 ands ~Figs. 5 and 6!. Note that the average residenc
times^T6& amount to an explicit computation of the switc
times T6 introduced in Sec. II. The synchronization arg
ment of Ref.@6# runs as follows: Thenth coefficient of the
Fourier series of adeterministicasymmetric square wav
with periodTV hits a maximum when

^T1&1^T2&5TV ~3.1!

and

FIG. 4. Spectral peak strengthsS(nV) vs the asymmetry param
etere for s/b50.37, Vt51.2531022, andA0 /b50.5. Time and
signal scales are as in Fig. 1.
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^T1&

^T2&
5

m

2n2m
, ~3.2!

wherem is odd and 1<m<n. In condition~3.1! synchroni-
zation is assumed and^T6& are taken as the time duration o
the positive/negative mode of the square wave. Condi
~3.2! is a trigonometric consequence of the synchronizat
requirement~3.1!. For thestochasticoutput of a subthreshold
noisy ST, the solutions of Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2! have been
advocated to locate the maxima ofS(nV) in the (s,e) plane
@6#.

The picture that emerges from our simulation study agr
only in part with the argument of Ref.@6#. First of all, we
confirm that the trigonometric condition~3.2! seems to pre-
dict well the number@(n11)/2# of the maxima of the curves
S(nV) versuse. As far as the position of the maxima on th
e axis is concerned, condition~3.2! works better and better a
increasingly large forcing amplitudes and more accura
for the maxima at lowe values. The readers can verify fo
themselves the above statements by collating Figs. 3–6.
validity of the synchronization condition~3.1! is more dubi-
ous. It holds good for the maximum ofS(V) at e50 and
only for large forcing amplitudes@compare Figs. 5~b! and
6~a!#. Note that forn51 ande50 the trigonometric condi-
tion is automatically satisfied due to the reflection symme
of the outputy(t). Now, let us restrict our discussion to Fig

FIG. 5. Average residence timeŝT6& vs e for s/b
50.35, Vt51.2531022, and A0 /b50 ~a!, 50.2 ~b!. Time and
signal scales are as in Fig. 1.
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4 and 6, where conditions~3.1! and ~3.2! are more likely to
apply. The maxima ofS(nV) with n.1 versuse are the
most prominent at one optimal noise intensity, substantia
larger than the optimal noise intensity forS(V). The corre-
sponding residence times^T6& at the optimals values for
n50 and n.1 are plotted in Fig. 6. The position of th
maxima ofS(nV) displayed in Fig. 4 is closely determine
by condition~3.2!, whereaŝ T1&1^T2& is indeed constan
throughout thee range of interest~within the statistical ac-
curacy of our simulation!, but appreciably smaller thanTV .

In conclusion, the trigonometric condition~3.2! holds true
under the weaker constraint that

^T1&1^T2&5const. ~3.3!

The differential version of condition~3.3! at e50,
d^T1&/deu05d^T2&/deu0 yields an estimate for the optima
noise intensity of the maxima ofS(nV) versuse, whereas
the trigonometric condition~3.2! at the optimal noise inten
sity pinpoints the position of theS(nV) maxima on thee
axis. Conditions~3.1! and~3.3! seem to render quite closel
the results of our numerical simulation in the strong dri
regime.

IV. RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

We try, now, to characterize SR in terms of residen
time distributions. In the asymmetric caseN1(T) should be

FIG. 6. Average residence timeŝT6& vs e for Vt51.25
31022, A0 /b50.5, ands/b50.29 ~a!, 50.37 ~b!. Time and sig-
nal scales are as in Fig. 1.
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replaced by a distributionN1(T) for the residence times in
the state1 and a distributionN2(T) for the residence times
in the state2, with N1(T)ÞN2(T) for eÞ0. It follows
that, as pointed out by Jung@2,12#, the synchronization cri-
terion of Sec. II B cannot be carried over to the asymme
case without modification.

Let us discuss first our results for the symmetric ca
displayed in Fig. 2~b!. We verified that the maxima of th
resonance curves ofP1 andP2 versuss/b correspond to the
synchronization conditionŝT6&5(1/2)TV for P1 @see also
Fig. 6~a!# and ^T6&5(3/2)TV for P2. Analogously, the
curve ofP1 versusVt peaks at a forcing frequency such th
TV52^T6&. The interpretation of these results is detailed
Refs. @10# and @2#: due to the forcing action of the inpu
periodic component, the ST tends to reside in either state
time intervals of the order of (n11/2)TV ; the nth peak of
the N1(T) distributions attains its maximum strength wh
(n11/1)TV and^T6& come close to one another, hence t
maxima ofPn versus boths/b andVt.

For e50 the distributionsN6(T) coincide withN1(T);
this is not the case foreÞ0, as clearly shown in Fig. 7. Th
properties ofN6(T) can be easily explained, at least qua
tatively:

~i! On increasing the asymmetry parametere, the first
peak ofN6(T) shifts to the left and to the right, respectivel
The distance between the first peak ofN2(T) and N1(T)
increases linearly withe ~inset Fig. 8!. This is an obvious
consequence of the fact that fore.0 the switches from state
1 to state2 are anticipated with respect to the switches
the opposite direction.~ii ! Adjacent peaks ofN6(T) are
separated by a constant interval of the order ofTV , as is the
case fore50. In other words the peak structures ofN6(T)
shift rigidly in opposite directions.~iii ! The peak structures
of N6(T) change with varying the noise intensity and/or t
forcing frequency in a fashion that closely resembles the
behavior ofN1(T) in the symmetric case; however, the res
nant synchronizations ofN6(T) occur for different values of
s/b andVt.

Property~iii ! of N6(T) makes the synchronization crite
rion of Sec. II B untenable for an asymmetric ST. To avo
such a difficulty we make use of thereturn timedistribution

FIG. 7. Residence timeN6(T) and return time distributions
N2(T) for Vt51.2531022, A0 /b50.5, e50.2 and different val-
ues ofs/b. Time and signal scales are as in Fig. 1.
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N2(T) @13,14#: here, the time intervalT denotes the time
separation between two subsequent switches in the sam
rection ~say, from state2 to state1). The choice of the
switch direction is statistically immaterial, even for an asy
metric device. Moreover, two subsequent switches in o
direction are always separated by one switch in the oppo
direction~say, from state1 to state2). No surprise that the
peaks ofN2(T) in Fig. 7 are centered atnTV and thatN2(T),
too, evolves from a multipeaked structure for low noise
tensities~high forcing frequencies! to the superposition of a
prominent peak atTV and an exponential background fo
relatively large noise intensities~low forcing frequencies!.
The onset of two additional peaks in correspondence with
first peaks ofN6(T) ~only one in the symmetric case!! is a
peculiarity of all bistable devices; since it shows up at no
intensities well above the relevant SR range, we leave
investigation of this property of the return time distributio
~unnoticed in the earlier literature@13,14#! to a forthcoming
publication.

It follows immediately from the preceding discussion th
the synchronization-based characterization of SR can be
ried out consistently in terms ofN2(T), as well. Here, the
nth peak strength is defined by

Pn~s,V!5E
Tn2aTV

Tn1aTV
N2~T!dT, n51,2, . . . , ~4.1!

with Tn5nTV and 0,a<1/2. In Fig. 8 we display theN2
peak strengthsP1 andP2 against the noise intensity at fixe
forcing frequency, and vice versa, fore50.2. The maxima of
the curves thus obtained correspond to the synchroniza
condition ^T1&1^T2&5TV for P1 and ^T1&1^T2&52TV

for P2, as expected.
Finally, we verified that the synchronization criterion

this section applies well to forcing amplitudesA0 /b as small

FIG. 8. N2(T) peak strengthsP1 and P2 vs s/b ~at Vt51.25
31022) and vs Vt ~at s/b50.30) for a50.5 and after back-
ground subtraction. The remaining parameters are as in Fig. 7
set: position of the the first peak ofN6(T) vs e at s/b50.37. The
remaining parameters are as in Fig. 7.
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as (s/b)2, that is to any asymmetric subthreshold ST in t
regime of strong drive. Moreover, the synchronizati
mechanism underlying SR is revealed by thes and V de-
pendence of the return time distributionsN2(T) more effec-
tively, i.e., over a wider amplitude range, than by the cor
sponding spectral properties of the peak strengthsS(nV). As
an important difference with the weak drive caseA0 /b
!(s/b)2!1, we remark that the average residence tim
^T6& that enter our synchronization conditions are~nonlin-
ear! functions of the forcing amplitude, at variance with th
linear response theory prescription, that for vanishin
small modulations the relaxation time constants are no
controlled, only. The dependence of^T6& on A0 for different
values of the noise intensity is shown in Fig. 9.

FIG. 9. Average residence times^T6& as a function ofA0 for
different values ofs/b ande50. The remaining simulation param
eters are as in Fig. 1.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The study of an asymmetric subthreshold Schmitt trig
driven by a sinusoidal signal with amplitudeA0 much larger
than any internal noise intensitys, that is (s/b)2!A0 /b
,1, allowed us to underline the role of synchronization a
key mechanism in the SR phenomenology. In particular,
have shown the following.

~i! The residence time distributionsN1(T) provide a reli-
able characterization of SR in a strongly driven symme
device, at variance with claims to the contrary@11#. Each
N1(T) peak strengthPn exhibits a SR maximum both as
function of the noise intensitys and the forcing frequency
V, according to the synchronization condition^T6&5(n
11/2)TV .

~ii ! The output spectral power densities of an asymme
device showd-like peaks at the even harmonics, too. T
strengths of the spectral peaksS(nV) with n.1 bear@(n
11)/2# maxima versus the asymmetry parametere, accord-
ing to the trigonometric condition~3.2!. The optimal syn-
chronization condition~3.1! proposed in Ref.@6# has been
replaced by the weaker condition that^T1&1^T2& is ~al-
most! independent ofe.

~iii ! The return time distributionsN2(T) yield an alterna-
tive characterization of SR in an asymmetric device. T
resonance condition for thenth N2 peak strength read
^T1&1^T2&5nTV . The choice of the return time as th
most significant switch time allowed us to circumvent t
technical difficulties that might restrict the applicability o
the synchronization-based definition of SR to symmetric s
tems, only.

Finally, the scaling law of Fig. 1 proves that in the stro
drive regime the synchronization mechanism gets enhan
over the signal amplification mechanism, which, indee
controls the onset of SR in weakly driven devices~i.e., in
linear response theory approximation!.
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